Learning Management System
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STAR Services has partnered with Edvance360, recognized as an industry leader in supporting online learning and
training, to provide an easy to use learning management system to help your employees excel. An API and LTI tools
allow for integration with third-party vendors such as content providers, HRIS vendors, CRM vendors, intranets, etc.

Interactive Leassons/Learning Paths

Business Intelligence Dashboard

Edvance360's drag-and-drop lesson-building tool
enables course designers to build modules/learning
paths from all file types and assessment types.

Edvance360's LMS provides course facilitators with
one-click access to action items such as:

•

Supports adaptive learning

•

Integration of third-party material

•

Fully SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference
Model) and Common Catridge compatible

•

Completions/incompletions

•

Employee training statistics

•

Announcements/alerts/reminders

•

Online grades

Communication Tools

Manage Teams/Departments/Divisions

Notify and communicate with supervisors
and employees:

Replace intranets with something employees will
actually use! Manage teams, departments, divisions,
or regions by providing online access to:

•

Messaging

•

Shared calendar

•

Feedback tools

•

Live chat

•

Reports portal

•

Communities

•

Collaborative communities

•

Wikis/document sharing

•

Live chat and discussion groups

•

Reports

•

Much more!

Incorporate Mentors and Coaches

Gamification

Edvance360's LMS provides department heads with
access to communication alerts, reminders, and
announcements. Plus, a shared LMS calendar with
employee activity, direct access to online training
course material, educational resources, employee
progress, and more.

Track employee progress via Edvance360 alerts
and reports based on criteria chosen by the course
designer(s). Motivate employees with badges that are
earned upon completion of criteria.
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Course Development and Structure
STAR Services Online Training offers a complete library of orientation,
mental health, and annual trainings for MN Statues, Chapter 245D
and the Positive Supports Rule (MN Rules, Chapter 9544). We
also offer courses on employment support services, professional
development, and diagnosis-specific topics.

What Makes STAR Courses Different?
STAR courses are developed and taught by a team of subject matter experts with extensive experience in the disability
and mental health fields. Our experience shows in our storytelling, real life examples, and our passion for personcentered support. Since we have walked in the shoes of Direct Support Professionals and managers of HCBS services,
we can provide insight into the gray areas they will experience on the job. Rather than approaching the topics from a
statistical or academic standpoint, we provide the required regulatory information with an emphasis on making the topics
applicable to everyday situations. STAR trainings focus not
just on the "how", but also on the "why".
Our courses are designed to meet the learners where
they are at with “check your understanding” questions
throughout the lessons and custom learning paths for
scenario based modules. STAR trainings help to develop
staff who are able to think on their feet, feel prepared, and
are able to apply federal and state regulations when it is
needed most during their daily work.

Course Structure
Each STAR course consists of one or more interactive
video lessons and corresponding competency measures. Video lessons include regulatory definitions, real-life stories,
mini-quizzes, movie clips, and additional resources. Courses also include a full glossary of industry terms and definitions.
STAR assesses competency through multiple choice and true/false tests consisting of a random block of 10 questions
from a larger question bank. By default, students receive 5 attempts to receive a passing score of 80%. Students who
do not pass are locked until a retake is allowed by an administrator, ensuring that you know if a student is struggling.
All course settings, including tests, can be customized for your organization. Additionally, you can add custom lessons
to STAR courses. For example, adding your company's specific policies to STAR's courses. Administrators and instructors
can set up reminder emails and alerts for students or admins, run comprehensive reports on assessments and
competencies, and even track page views and login records.
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LMS Reporting Features
The ability to find information quickly is essential, especially during
licensing reviews and audits. The Edvance360 LMS has robust reporting
features to simplify your record keeping with the convenience and security
of having all training information - online AND offline records - stored in a
central location, easily accessible with just a couple clicks.

Offline Reporting
Offline Reporting allows you to track not only online training, but also the trainings that take place in the classroom
or external locations WITHOUT creating a course in the LMS. Easily add offline courses on screen for a single staff, a
group of staff, all staff, or import records through a CSV file. Use the "Training Proof" feature to attach a certificate,
sign in sheet, or other documentation to an offline record. You can even allow staff or their supervisors to report their
own classroom and external training for administrator approval.

COMPLIANCE
MADE EASY

ONLINE AND
OFFLINE TRAININGS

LICENSING AND
AUDIT READY

Apply attributes such as supervisor job title, site, or cost center to individual users or format, type, source, new hire, or
facilitator to courses and use those modifiers to drill down reporting. These user training settings can additionally be
used to create learning paths with automatic enrollments at the time of set-up and/or quick enrollments for training
at a later date.
Sort by employment status, active vs inactive learners, staff hired before or after a certain date, training that occured
within a specific date range, completed or incomplete courses, offline or online courses, course title, approval or any
combination thereof. Offline Reporting provides extensive flexibility to report just on the information you need so
you don't waste time wading through unnecessary data. View reports online or export to analyze in a spreadsheet.
Offline Reporting is a comprehensive solution that delivers peace of mind from knowing you can find the exact
information you need, right when you need it.
Learners have access to a basic version of Offline Reporting which provides them with the courses completed and
credit hours within a specified date range. You can additionally allow supervisors to view basic training reports on staff
who are direct reports in addition to their own training records or provide more detailed
reporting for supervisors and mangers through the use of Mentor accounts.
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Course Reports

Available at the course level (individual course for faculty or admins) and admin level (multiple course selections
for admins only). Track learner data individually, at a course level, and company-wide to allow the monitoring of
compliance with and assessment of the learning environment. Course reports include a downloadable onscreen
graph as well as .xls export.

Description

Sample Usage

Usage Per Application

You want to know what percentage of learners are
using the various course applications such as lessons,
discussion groups, assessments, wiki, etc.

Course Logins & Page Views

You want to verify when a student was active and
what was accessed within a course. Shows page url
and date visited for each student by course

Participation - Posts Only

You want to see the number of discussion group
posts by individual student.

Participation - Posts + Comments

You want to see the number of discussion group
posts and comments by individual student.

Participation - Comment Details

You want to see specific information as to which
discussion posts are driving student interaction.

Time Taken on Tests

You want to see the amount of time a student spent
taking a test along with the start time and end time.

Time Taken on Lessons

You want to see the sum of the time in minutes from
when a student first visits a lesson item to the time
the student marks that lesson item complete for each
lesson item in each lesson, grouped by lesson, then
student.

Test Stats

You want to see comprehensive test statistics
including final scores by student, overall test stats
such as average and median scores, percentages
of students who answered each question correctly,
distractor analysis, and a discriminaton index. Allows
for the identification of competency issues.

Test Detail

You want to see test scores by student and a listing of
which questions were answered correctly by students.
Allows for the identification of knowledge gaps.

Rubrics

You want to view the average level of scoring rubrics
by criteria.
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Course Reports, Continued
Description

Sample Usage

Rubric Detail

You want to view detailed analysis of scoring rubrics
by criteria and student

SCORM Report by Student

You want to view the start time, end time, and total
elapsed time by student and SCORM file to ensure
that students are completing course material.

SCORM Report by SCO

You want to view the start time, end time, and total
elapsed time by SCORM file and then by student to
ensure that students are completing course material.

Course Completion

You want to view quick completion information by
coure and then student as to whether the course is
completed, the completion date (if application) and
the progress percentage. The exported version of the
report also includes supervisor information.

Competency by Objective
Also available for admins at the Term level

You want to view competencies by objective for a
specific course.

Competency by Student
Also available for admins at the Term level

You want to view competencies by student for a specific
course.

Course Module Analytics
Description

Sample Usage

Test Review
You want to determine staff's understanding and
View exam attempts and scores by individual for a retention of a specific course or lesson content.
specific course or lesson
Survey Analysis
You want to view answers to specific survey questions
Includes downloadable charts as well as summary/ either in an aggregate format or by individual learner.
detail exports
Course Gradebook
You want to see at a glance - or filter by learner, item,
Track grades for tests, map discussion posts, link to or category - grade results within a specific course.
SCORM files, etc. Exportable
Course Attendance
You want to know the status of a learner's attendance
Detailed attendance status information for all dates for live events which they attended in a blended
in which learner has a recorded attendance status. learning course.
Importable/Exportable
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Certificates
Certificates can be awarded for all continuing education courses within the LMS. Admin users can search for
certificates, filtering by new/unprinted, term, course, or user, and/or within a specific date range. From the results
list, certificates may be edited and/or placed in a queue for printing, using either the default certificate style or
a custom style of your choosing. Search results may also be exported in a list format.

Dashboard Widgets

Graphic displays conveniently located on the home page

Widget

Description

Certificates

Display number of certificates issued per week

Discussion Summaries

Display unread course and group discussion threads upon login

List of Active Courses

Display list of active courses along with start and end dates and course
length

Logins

Display login by day

Number of Students and Courses

Display number of active students, number of active courses, and number
of enrollments (students in courses)

Log Reports
Description

Sample Usage

Email Logs
A learner indicates that they didn't receive a
View log reports of all emails within a specific date range message, and you want to verify that it was sent.
Login Logs
You want to see all users who logged in to the LMS
View report of all LMS logins with start/end time, user, within a specific time period.
and role. Exportable
Faculty Login Report
You want to see the list of faculty and/or admins who
View report of total logins by faculty/admins within a logged in and number of logins within a specific time
date range. Includes login count. Exportable
period.
Student Login Report
You want to see a list of students who logged in
View report of logins by students within a specifc date within a specific time period.
range. Exportable
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Administrator Reports
Description

Sample Usage

Competencies
View competencies by objective or student for an
entire term of courses. Exportable

You want to see the average score by competency
objective for all annual compliance courses.

Course Ratings
View course ratings filtered by operator and rating
number. Exportable

You enabled course ratings for students and want
to see which courses are rated less than or equal
to 3 in order to determine which courses need
improvement.

Course Enrollment
View courses with no enrollments. Exportable

You want to see which courses in a term have no
students enrolled to ensure all required trainings
have been assigned.

Expiring Enrollments
View all courses with upcoming expiring enrollments
and grant extensions. Exportable

While a learner has been out on leave, an assigned
course passed its due date, and you want to give
them more time to complete the training.

Query Builder
Create custom queries on courses, communities,
terms, etc. Exportable

You want to create a quick report of all courses in the
LMS by term.

Dormant Students
You want a list of active, dormant students to audit
View dormant students by end of last enrollment or that all former staff have been deactivated.
last login. Exportable
Abuse
You want to monitor staff to ensure appropriate
View all posts that were reported for abuse. Exportable behavior in discussion groups/chats.
Language Filtering
View all posts that were automatically flagged or
deleted due to forbidden words. Exportable

A staff member has been making inappropriate
comments in a discussion group, and you want to
generate a report of the posts for Human Resources.

User Mail
View all messages sent within the LMS by single user
or all user, search term, and date range. Exportable

You want to verify that a specific supervisor has
been communicating with his direct reports about
upcoming trainings.

User Engagements
View log entries, mail messages, and page views
for a single user or all users within a date range.
Exportable

You want to see all behavior of a learner within the
LMS in the past week.

AutoConvert
You want to rollback the autoconversion of students
Review a list of users who have been automatically who were disabled due to course completion that
converted from an active user to inactive or alumni
occured last week.
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Online Training Support
Implementation, online and phone support,
Help Desk ticketing, QuickStart guides, video
tutorials, knowledge base, software updates,
ongoing training, and more

We've Got You Covered!
From intitial consultation and customized implementation training to
periodic reviews, software updates, and ongoing training, our team is
here to help you every step of the way.
We start with an initial consultation to determine how to tailor your
Edvance360 LMS to best suit your needs. Whether you plan to use STAR
Services Online Training as a turnkey solution or want to leverage the full
features of the LMS, STAR's knowledgeable staff will guide you through
the entire process.
Once your LMS has been set-up to your specifications, we create a
customized training for your administrative staff. Depending on your
organization's operational plan, this training may cover anything from
standard tasks in the user-friendly, default set-up to a comprehensive
deep dive into leveraging full functionality of your Edvance360 LMS.
Your implementation training is supplemented by phone support,
online support, QuickStart guides and video tutorials for LMS tasks and
features, Help Desk ticketing for your learners, and the comprehensive
Edvance360 knowledge base.
Each month, we reach out with helpful information, whether it's updates
to our training courses, new Edvance360 features, or ideas to streamline
your processes. We conduct periodic account reviews to ensure that
your LMS is working at top efficiency for your organization.

Hosted Services
Edvance360 utlilizes
QTS data centers
(qtsdatacenters.
com) complete with
world-wide redundant
data centers, highly
secure and compliant
infrastructure, as well
as a 99.9% uptime
guaranteed. The hosting
includes storage,
bandwidth usage,
optional cloud usage,
redundant Internet
connections, redundant
and conditioned power,
fault-tolerant servers
with fail-over capability,
24x7x365 monitoring,
nightly/weekly/monthly
off-site backups, and a
secure facility.

Administrator turnover? We're happy to help train new staff. Looking to start building custom
content? We'll help you get started. Whether you've been a customer for
five days or five years, our Online Training Team is here to support you.
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